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Chapter 1 
 
 

Introduction 
 

 
Life on earth is highly dependent on the process of photosynthesis. In 

photosynthesis, light-energy is used to convert carbon-dioxide and water into 
sugars. A by-product of this process is oxygen, which facilitates respiratory life on 
earth. The created biomass is consumed by many organisms, thus sustaining the 
food chain. Capable of oxygenic photosynthesis are plants, algae and 
cyanobacteria. Plants and algae have evolved from cyanobacteria which live in 
water (Schopf 1992). 
 
Supramolecular organization of the photosynthetic membrane 
 

Two types of photosystems are responsible for photosynthesis, respectively 
Photosystem (PS) I and PSII, assisted by the cytochrome (Cyt) b6f complex and 
ATP synthase. A photosystem is a trans-membrane pigment-protein supercomplex, 
which consists of a core containing the reaction center (RC) where light-energy is 
used to induce trans-membrane electron transfer reactions resulting in the storage 
of light-energy as electro-chemical energy. The core complex is surrounded by so-
called light-harvesting or antenna units, which are responsible for light-harvesting 
and the efficient transfer of electronic excitation energy to the RC. The 
photosystems are embedded in the thylakoid membrane. This membrane is 
partially folded into so-called grana, which are mainly occupied by PSII, whereas 
the single membranes, called stroma, are richly occupied by PSI (Dekker and 
Boekema 2005), see Figure 1.  

PSI and PSII differ in structure, composition and function (Dekker and 
Boekema 2005, Nelson and Yocum 2006). PSI (Figure 2) is composed of a core 
complex, which binds 6 chlorophyll (Chl) a pigments in the central part involved in 
charge separation (the RC), about 94 more peripherically located light-harvesting 
Chl a molecules, and about 20 carotenoids (Cars). It is not possible to separate the 
RC from the core antenna, because both parts are bound to the same proteins. In 
plants, 4-5 peripheral antenna pigment-protein complexes (LHCI) bind on one  
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Fig 1. Model of the green plant thylakoid membrane as published in (Dekker and Boekema 
2005). Shown are the locations of the thylakoid lumen and stroma, PSII-LHCII 
supercomplexes (present both as monomers and dimers), LHCII trimers, PSI, the 
cytochrome b6f complex and ATP synthase. The bar is 50 nm. 
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Fig 2. Structure of a monomeric PSI core 
complex as published in (Fromme et al. 
2006). Shown are the arrangement of 
proteins (cylinders) and cofactors. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 3. Model of the PSII-LHCII 
supercomplex as published in (Boekema 
et al. 1999). Shown are the dimeric core 
composed of D1, D2, CP43 and CP47 
(C), surrounded by minor antenna units 
CP29, 26 and 24. The binding strength of 
the trimeric LHCII to the complex 
depends on location and shown are 
locations of strong (S), moderate (M) 
and loose (L) binding. 
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specific side of the PSI core (Jansson 1994, Boekema et al. 2001), which are 
dimers of Lhca1-4 polypeptides and bind about 75 Chl a, 25 Chl b and 25 
carotenoids in total. In green algae the number of similar antenna complexes is 9-
10 (Germano et al. 2002). PSI can occur as a trimer of core complexes in 
cyanobacteria (Boekema et al. 1987, 1994).  

The reaction center (RC) of PSII binds 8 chlorins: 6 Chl a and 2 
pheophytins (Pheo) a. Two of the Chl a molecules are located at the periphery of 
the complex, the remaining chlorines are located in the central part and are 
involved in charge separation. The core antenna units CP47 and CP43 are attached 
to the RC and bind 16 and 13 Chl a, respectively, together the CP47-CP43-RC 
complex is called the PSII core (Figure 3). The PSII core occurs naturally as 
dimers in the stacked parts of the thylakoid membrane (Dekker and Boekema 
2005). Several minor antenna units (CP29, CP26 and CP24) and up to 4 peripheral 
light-harvesting complex (LHC) II units bind to the PSII core in higher plants to 
increase the light-harvesting capacity. In total, PSII binds up to 250 Chls (Van 
Amerongen and Dekker 2003). In cyanobacteria and some types of algae, instead 
of Chl-binding LHCs, PSII exploits phycobiliproteins for light-harvesting. In 
cyanobacteria and red algae, three types of phycobiliproteins combine into a 
phycobilisome (Adir 2005), which associates at the stromal side with PSII. 
 
Photosynthesis 

 
In PSII RC, a Chl a molecule known as the accessory chlorophyll BA 

(Groot et al. 2005) uses the excitation light-energy to donate an electron to a 
pheophytin molecule HA (Diner et al. 2001, Groot et al. 2005). Subsequently, the 
positively charged BA

+ molecule removes an electron from a special pair of Chl a 
molecules (PA and PB), in the past called P680. Nowadays BA or all four central Chl 
a molecules are called P680. The latter idea originates from the delocalization of 
exciton states in the so-called multimer model (Durrant et al. 1995, Barter et al. 
2003, Novoderezkhin et al. 2005). HA

- then passes the electron to two quinones, QA 
and QB respectively (see Dekker and Van Grondelle 2000, Diner and Rappaport 
2001, Nelson and Yocum 2006, for reviews on charge separation). In a last step, 
the doubly reduced QB molecule (generated after two light-driven turnovers) takes 
up two protons, leaves its binding site and migrates to the Cyt b6f complex. The 
protons are transported through the membrane to the lumen. The Cyt b6f complex 
transfers the electrons to plastocyanin (PC). In the PSII RC, P680

+ withdraws 
electrons from the manganese cluster, which on its turn oxidizes water to become 
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neutralized. The very strong oxidative power of the oxidized manganese cluster 
facilitates the extraction of electrons from water, which leads to the formation of 
oxygen. The electron transfer chain is schematically depicted in Figure 4.  

As in PSII, PSI contains a group of special Chl a molecules, P700, located at 
the inner thylakoidal space, which releases an electron upon excitation (Nelson and 
Yocum 2006). This electron is passed through a branch of two Chls a (in principle 
both branches are active) to a phylloquinone located at the stromal side of the 
membrane from where it is transferred to three iron sulfur clusters, after which the 
electron is transported to ferredoxin (Fd). Ferredoxin either transports the electron 
to reduce NADP+ (linear reaction) or to the Cyt b6f complex (cyclic reaction). 
Reduced plastocyanin donates an electron to P700

+. 
Thus, both PSI and PSII contribute to the establishment of a proton 

gradient over the thylakoid membrane, partly mediated by Cyt b6f. This proton 
gradient is used for the synthesis of ATP. ATP and NADPH are needed for the 
production of carbohydrates.  
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Fig 4. Simplified model representing the charge transfer events taking place in the 
thylakoid membrane by PSI, PSII and cytochrome b6f, prior to synthesis of ATP. The 
chlorophylls are represented by white circles.  
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Pigments 
 

The primary light-harvesting pigment in oxygenic photosynthesis is 
chlorophyll a (Chl a). The chemical structure of Chl a consists of a tetrapyrrole 
ring (dimensions 1 x 1 nm) with a Mg atom in the center and a long phytol chain 
attached to the ring (Figure 5a). Chl a has a green appearance since it absorbs both 
at red (~ 660 nm) and blue (~ 430 nm) wavelengths with very high extinction 
coefficients (about 105 M-1cm-1) and hardly absorbs green light (Figure 5b). The 
660 nm absorption band represents the transition to the lowest excited state, called 
QY-transition. Upon 430 nm excitation, higher electronic states become populated. 
Perpendicular to the QY-transiton is the QX-transition dipole moment, which results 
in a weak absorption band around 630 nm, because of its smaller dipole strength 
than the QY-transition. A variety of Chls exist in photosynthetic organisms. The 
photosynthetic complexes studied in this thesis contain Chl a and Chl b or Chl c2. 
Chl a and Chl b differ in the substitution of the C7 group, whereas Chl c2 differs 
from Chl a in the substitution of both C7 and C8 groups and it moreover lacks the 
phytol chain. Chl b has its main absorption bands at ~ 640 nm and ~ 455 nm, which 
are respectively at ~ 630 nm and ~ 450 nm for Chl c2. It is thus observed that the 
different species can be combined to optimize the absorption from the sunlight 
spectrum. Pheophytin (Pheo) a, which is present in the PSII RC, resembles the Chl 
a molecule in that the central Mg atom is replaced by two hydrogen atoms. The QY 
absorption overlaps with that of Chl a, though its QX transiton is blue shifted to 540 
nm with respect to Chl a. 
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Fig 5. a) Molecular structure of chlorophyll a, and b) its visible absorption spectrum in 
acetone at room temperature. 
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Photosystems and light-harvesting complexes (LHCs) do also exploit 
carotenoids (Cars) to maximize the absorption, since these have absorption bands 
in the region 400-600 nm, where Chls do not absorb so well. Cars are linear carbon 
chains with alternating single and double bonds. Different species of Cars vary in 
length, identity of the end groups and isomeric form. For symmetry reasons, the 
transition from the ground state to the first electronic excited state (S1) is optically 
forbidden. Thus, the absorption spectra of Cars display the transition to the second 
(S2) and higher (SN) lying electronic states. From there, the first excited state is 
rapidly (few 100 fs) populated through relaxation. Car to Chl energy transfer 
occurs both through the highly allowed S2 and after relaxation through the 
forbidden Car S1. The S1 energy is just above the QY of Chl a; moreover, in the 
plant LHCs the Cars are in Van der Waals contact with several Chls putting the S1 
to QY energy transfer rate in the ps domain. For all these reasons the Car to Chl a 
energy transfer process is highly efficient. Cars serve more purposes in the 
photosynthetic system other than energy transfer to the Chls a, namely structure 
stabilization of the protein complexes they are bound to (Horn and Paulsen 2002), 
excess energy dissipation (Horton et al. 1996) and quenching of Chl triplets and of 
singlet oxygen (Cogdell 1985). 

The proteins of the photosystems have specific binding sites for the 
pigments. A pigment at a certain site will thus experience a specific interaction 
with that protein environment, resulting in a heterogeneous absorption spectrum 
where the absorption wavelength and lineshape is different for each pigment. 
Furthermore, the ligation of pigments to proteins can differ, resulting in different 
absorption properties of the pigments. Since proteins are inherently disordered, 
even Chls bound in similar ways to a similar protein have slightly different 
energies as they experience slightly different environments. This latter distribution 
of site energies is called inhomogeneous broadening and can be described by a 
Gaussian function. Coupling of the electronic transition to the phonons present in 
the protein environment leads to a broadening of the transitions, called 
homogeneous broadening, which is thus temperature dependent. Finally, the 
spectral properties of an ensemble of pigments, as it occurs in a pigment-protein 
complex, are strongly modulated by the Coulombic (dipole-dipole) or excitonic 
interactions with other pigments in near proximity leading to the splitting of (near-) 
degenerate states, redistribution of oscillator strength and collective properties of 
an electronic excitation. Where energetic disorder/heterogeneity tends to localize 
an excitation, the excitonic interaction tends to delocalize it. 
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Light-harvesting and energy transfer 
 
In the RC the charge separation is initiated on a single pigment. To 

enhance the possibility and thus the rate at which charge separation occurs, the RC 
is surrounded with many light-harvesting units which transfer the excitation energy 
to the RC. Excitation energy transfer can occur among Chls but also from Cars or 
phycobiliproteins to Chls. Most pigments are non-covalently bound to the proteins 
and organized into light-harvesting complexes such that ultrafast excitation energy 
transfer to the RC is facilitated. In the very weak-coupling limit this energy transfer 
can be described according to the Förster equation (Förster 1948): 
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This relation shows that the energy transfer rate from a donor to an acceptor 
pigment (kDA) depends on the overlap between the respective normalized emission 
(fD) and absorption (εA) spectra and is inversely related to the center-to-center 
distance (R) between the molecules. Then from the Stokes shift between absorption 
and emission spectra, it can be concluded that downhill energy transfer from a 
donor pigment absorbing more to the blue than its acceptor, occurs at a higher rate 
than uphill energy transfer in which case the donor pigment absorbs more to the red 
than the acceptor molecule. The rate of energy transfer is moreover seen to depend 
on the alignment of the two transition dipole moments (κ, orientation factor), the 
donor excited state lifetime (τD), the donor quantumyield (φD), the refractive index 
(n) and the speed of light (c). 

Interesting is the occurrence of so-called red pigments both in PSI core and 
LHCI. The pigments are called red, because they absorb light at wavelengths 
longer than that of the primary electron donor P700. The position and number of red 
pigments varies over different species and depends on growth conditions (Gobets 
and Van Grondelle 2001). Despite the small contribution of red pigments to the 
total number of pigments, they play a significant role in the spectral behavior of 
PSI. At low temperatures, the thermal energy is insufficient for uphill energy 
transfer from the red pigments to P700 and thus, the excitation becomes trapped on 
the red pigments, resulting in the characteristic red emission at wavelengths above 
700 nm of PSI. 
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Spectroscopic methods 
 
Absorption and emission 

Each photosynthetic complex has a unique pigment-protein composition of 
which the spectral fingerprint can be measured by steady-state spectroscopy like 
absorption and emission measurements. The Jablónski-diagram (Jablónski 1935) of 
Figure 6 shows that a pigments’ excited state can relax to its ground state through 
energy transfer to another pigment, a singlet-to-triplet state transition, internal 
conversion (in which the electronic energy is converted into heat), a chemical 
quenching mechanism (for instance charge separation), or by the emission of a 
photon. The latter mechanism, fluorescence, thus competes with the conversion of 
light-energy into chemical energy in the process of photosynthesis. Consequently, 
recording fluorescence offers of a good way to study photosynthesis. The 
contribution of fluorescence to the total decay of the excited state under 
consideration, determines the fluorescence quantum yield of that state. Upon 
continuous illumination, the recorded steady-state fluorescence intensity is 
proportional to the fluorescence lifetime (τ):  
 

ττ
00 IdteI

t
=∫

−
     (2) 

 
where I0 is the intensity at t=0. Consequently, the fluorescence quantum yield is 
proportional to the fluorescence lifetime. 
 

intersystem crossing 

S0 (GS)
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S2 (QX)
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energy transfer
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fluorescenceabsorption quenching
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Fig 6. Jablónski diagram of a pigment molecule. Shown are the ground state (GS), excited 
electronic states (QY, QX and the Soret) and the triplet state. Upon absorption of a photon, a 
pigment molecule can relax back to the ground state by the different mechanisms shown: 
energy transfer to another pigment, triplet formation, fluorescence and quenching either by 
heat conversion (IC) or chemically (e.g. charge separation). 
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Chemically identical light-harvesting pigments will have largely 
overlapping absorption and emission bands. Decreasing the temperature, causes the 
homogeneous absorption/emission line-widths to decrease, resulting in a better 
resolution of the absorption/emission bands. At room temperature, uphill energy 
transfer from a donor pigment with lower absorption energy than the acceptor 
pigment is facilitated by thermal energy. Upon a decrease of the temperature, the 
thermal energy decreases, which causes certain uphill energy transfer steps to 
become impossible. Consequently, the excitation energy becomes 'trapped' on the 
low energy pigment, where it will stay during the pigments' excited state lifetime 
and during which it is emitted as fluorescence. A fluorescence spectrum thus 
represents the thermally equilibrated excited state population of the complex 
studied. Some insight into the energy transfer pathways in a photosynthetic 
complex can thus be gained by temperature dependent emission measurements.  
 
Time-resolved emission 

Since the energy transfer among pigments is never 100% efficient (Figure 
6), the energy lost in each intermediate state by fluorescence can be recorded as a 
function of time, revealing details on the energy transfer kinetics in the system 
under study. To study the energy transfer processes in photosynthetic complexes as 
a function of time, a synchroscan streak camera is used as a detection device in this 
thesis. The streak camera setup (Nordlund 1991), Figure 7, offers the possibility to 
record the fluorescence decay simultaneously over a range of wavelengths, while 
using low excitation densities and with a reasonably high time-resolution (> 3 ps). 
The photosynthetic complexes are excited with laser pulses of which the repetition 
rate and wavelength are tuned using a Ti:sapphire laser (VITESSE, Coherent St. 
Clara, CA), a regenerative amplifier (REGA, Coherent) and a double pass optical 
parametric amplifier (Coherent, OPA) system, resulting in pulses of 100-200 fs. A 
Berek polarization compensator is used to set the excitation light polarization. The 
excitation light can be focused by a positive lens with 15 cm focal length, resulting 
in an excitation diameter of 150 μm. The fluorescence is detected under right angle 
with the excitation beam.  

Three different types of sample holder can be used. A rotating cell with 
tunable rotation frequency and optical path length of 2 mm is most commonly 
used. However, this method is not possible for large photosynthetic systems due to 
the centrifugal powers. For larger systems, a flow cell with 1 mm optical path 
length can be used, using a peristaltic pump to take care of the sample refreshment 
between subsequent laser pulses. At low temperatures a 1 cm polystyrene cuvette is 
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used in a cryostat. Within this sample configuration, the fluorescence is recorded in 
the so-called front-face mode. Front-face means that the emission is recorded at the 
surface site where the excitation light enters the sample. This detection mode offers 
the opportunity to use high optical density samples, necessary to collect sufficient 
fluorescence signal for further analysis, while avoiding non-linear effects in the 
sample like self-absorption.  

The emission light is collected by a collimating lens, passes a polarizer and 
is then focused on the slit of a spectrograph by a converging lens. In the 
spectrograph, the fluorescence light is dispersed on a grating. The dispersed light 
enters the streak camera (Figure 7a) through a horizontal slit, the width of which 
influences the time-resolution of the experiment. The fluorescence light is imaged 
on a photocathode where the photons are proportionally converted into electrons. 
The electrons travel between a pair of electrodes in between which an oscillating 
electric field is applied, synchronized to the laser repetition rate. Due to the electric 
field sweep, the vertical deflection of the electrons depends on their arrival time at 
 

 
 
Fig 7. a) Schematic representation of the synchroscan streak camera and b) the 
measurement setup (Van Stokkum et al. 2007). 
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the streak camera. The electrons are subsequently amplified on a multi-channel 
plate and hit a phosphor screen. The phosphorescence photons are imaged on a 
CCD camera which thus records the fluorescence from the photosynthetic 
complexes as a function of time along the vertical axis and wavelength along the 
horizontal axis. The output of the CCD camera is read with a PC and the images 
can be used for data analysis. The fluorescence can be recorded on time scales of 
200, 500, 1000 and 2000 ps, varying the sweep voltage. A recorded fluorescence 
image needs to be corrected for the background signal, shading, and white light 
dispersion in the detection system. A shading correction comprises the sensitivity 
profile of the CCD camera. With an argon lamp, the wavelength calibration of the 
detection system is determined. For data analysis, the images are sliced up into 
time traces which span 3-6 nm, see Figure 8.  
 
Data analysis 

Generally a fluorescence decay can be described by a sum of exponential 
decays with varying decay times (eq. 3), convolved with the instrument response 
function. In principle the number of exponential decays will be equal to the number 
of pigments n present in the photosynthetic system under study.  
 

∑
−

=
n

t

n
neAtI τλλ )(),(     (3) 

 
where λ  is the emission wavelength. However, due to the high spectral congestion 
of chemically identical pigments and limited time-resolution, the fluorescence 
decay of most photosynthetic complexes can be well-described by only a limited  
 

 
Fig 8. A few time traces from a typical dataset extracted from a streak image. The solid 
lines show the emission decay measured at the respective time scales of 500 ps (black) and 
2000 ps (red) and the dashed lines represent the fits resulting from global analysis. Note 
that the time-axis is linear between -20 and 20 ps and logarithmic afterwards. 
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number of decay times. In this way, pigments with similar spectral profile and 
fluorescence decay times are considered as a single 'species', a pigment-pool. The 
associated emission spectrum is thus called Species Associated Spectrum (SAS). 
The amplitudes of the fitted exponential decays – nA  (eq. 3) – as a function of 

emission wavelength give the so-called Decay Associated Spectra (DAS). DAS are 
thus composed by a linear combination of SAS, see Figure 9.  
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m
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In DAS, positive amplitude represents a loss of fluorescence, whereas negative 
amplitude reflects a rise of fluorescence. For more details, see (Holzwarth 1996, 
Van Stokkum et al. 2004). Positive amplitude at low wavelengths and negative 
amplitude at higher wavelengths is thus representative of energy transfer from a 
pool of high energy pigments to a pool of lower energy. A pure positive DAS 
represents either the presence of a quenching mechanism operating at the 
respective time scale, e.g. charge separation in the photosystem RC, or it represents 
emission from a state at the pigments' natural fluorescence lifetime (typically ns-
time scale). Thus, in global analysis, the kinetics which take place in the system 
under study, are described with a few essential/indicative time-constants. To obtain 
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Fig 9. Example of DAS, which result from a global analysis of the fluorescence decay of 
PSI at 77 K. In DAS, positive amplitude indicates a decay of fluorescence, whereas 
negative amplitude means a rise of fluorescence. Shown is a typical energy transfer DAS 
with timeconstant of 60 ps and a DAS which describes pure fluorescence decay with 
timeconstant of 500 ps. 
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physical information from the fluorescence decay traces, a target analysis is applied 
in which a specific kinetic model is fit to the data, which links several species by 
energy and electron transfer rates.  
 
Anisotropy 

Upon excitation of an isotropic solution of photosynthetic complexes with 
vertically polarized light, those pigments which have their absorption dipole 
moments parallel to the excitation light are preferentially excited (see Lakowicz 
1999 for a thorough discussion of fluorescence anisotropy). The emission dipole 
moment is under an angle with the absorption dipole moment. As a result, the 
emission has a specific polarization. The angle between absorption and emission 
dipole moments determines the maximum measured anisotropy:  
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where //I  and ⊥I  are the fluorescence intensities of the polarized emission 

respectively parallel and perpendicular to the vertical excitation polarization. The 
anisotropy will evolve in time, caused both by energy transfer and rotation of the 
photosynthetic complex. The role of rotation depends on the size of the complex 
and the time scales under study as well as the temperature. Typically, the rotation 
correlation time is on the ns-order for protein complexes with a molecular mass 
larger than 10 kDa (Lakowicz 1999). Consequently, on the sub-ns time scale, the 
rate of fluorescence depolarization will contain information on the time scales of 
energy transfer involved in photosynthetic complexes.  
 
Complexes studied in this thesis 
 

In this thesis, we have studied the primary processes of photosynthesis, 
covering the uptake of light-energy by the pigments of the photosystems, the 
transport of this light-energy down to the RC pigments and the subsequent storage 
of light-energy in a stable charge-separation. 

Cryptophyte algae are unique in their exploitation of a single type of 
phycobiliprotein located in the thylakoid lumen for light-harvesting in oxygenic 
photosynthesis. In Chapter 2 and 4 we performed time-resolved fluorescence 
studies on two types of cryptophyte algae, respectively Rhodomonas CS24 and 
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Chroomonas CCMP270 in order to estimate the characteristics of the energy 
transfer taking place between the phycobiliproteins and the photosystems in the 
thylakoid membrane. Both studies suggest cryptophyte PSI to be nearly devoid of 
typical red pigments with absorption wavelengths above 700 nm. In Chapter 3 we 
structurally characterize PSI from the unicellular cryptohyte alga Rhodomonas 
CS24 by electron microscopy.  

The cyanobacterial PSII core structure has been determined up to 3.0 Ǻ 
resolution. As a result, a debate arose on whether the energy transfer from the core 
antenna units, CP43 and CP47, into the RC can occur on a fast time scale of a few 
ps as had been assumed since (Schatz et al. 1988), while the inter-molecular 
pigment distance is several times larger than the intra-molecular pigment distances. 
We measured new time-resolved fluorescence data on intact PSII cores and applied 
new kinetic modeling in Chapter 5. Theoretical modeling of time-resolved 
emission from PSII-membranes (BBY) from the point of view of slow energy 
migration from the antenna units to the RC is presented in Chapter 6. 

Native thylakoid membranes can be unstacked by omitting Mg2+ during the 
isolation procedure. To find out how stacking of the thylakoid membrane 
influences the photokinetics, we performed a comparative study involving 
measurements of steady-state and time-resolved fluorescence in Chapter 7. 

Cyanobacteria grown under iron deficiency generate the IsiA pigment-
protein complex, which shows great similarity with the CP43 core antenna 
complex of PSII. IsiA forms large rings around PSI, but was also shown to be 
present as empty rings after pursued iron deficiency. In Chapter 8 the 
photoprotective role of IsiA is studied, both as a function of time after iron-
depletion and as a function of temperature. 
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